
The new Pacon® Dual Ruled Composition Books feature two
alternating ruling styles. The right-hand page offers a 3 ⁄8" wide ruling for 
traditional note taking, and the left-hand page features a 1 ⁄4" grid ruling to 
draw coordinating graphs, illustrations and interpretations. Note taking in 
this manner engages both hemispheres of the brain and increases retention. 
This durable, hard cover, one-subject book features a Green cover with 
Light Green paper. 

Let Fadeless® Designs Paper spark your imagination! These fade-resistant 
papers are perfect for stylish, fashionable classrooms with many on-trend 
designs to help teachers create fun and inviting classrooms. These bulletin 
board papers are also perfect for backgrounds, displays, table skirting and 
party decorations. Acid free for a long lasting display.

No punching out of letters, no staples, no 
pins and no tape required. A unique adhesive 
makes these letters removable, repositionable 
and reusable. They adhere to any clean and dry 
surface that is smooth or slightly textured (even 
wood and painted brick walls), and are easy to 
use - just "peel and place". They are fade-
resistant, acid free, leave no residue and never 
becomes permanent. Each package contains 
letters along with numbers and punctuation 
marks. Ideal for bulletin boards, signs, posters, 
presentation boards and much more. 

Classroom Keeper Mailboxes are designed with an individual name 
tab for each slot that can be used to organize materials by student, 
subject or class period. Mix and match the three sizes of mailboxes to 
get the right number for your class size. The slot sizes for the 30-Slot 
Mailbox are 13 ⁄4"H x 10"W x 121 ⁄2"D, the slot sizes for both the 15-Slot 
Mailbox and the 10-Slot Mailbox are 3"H x 10"W x 121 ⁄2"D.

PAC56425 Galvanized Steel Roll 1 Roll 

PAC001318 30-Slot Mailbox  
PAC001308 15-Slot Mailbox 
PAC001309 10-Slot Mailbox 

Back to School Essentials
DEFG

PAC51620 Black Self-Adhesive Letters 78 Characters 

H

PACMMK37162 Dual Ruled Comp. Book 100 Shts. $

PAC37580 Watercolor Flowers Bordette®         1 Roll         

Pacon has all your back to school needs to get your classroom ready for the new school year!

Bordette® is the original, pre-scalloped, fade-resistant decorative border. Use 
these sturdy corrugated borders to create unique 3D layered designs on any flat 
surface. Packaged in a perforated roll, Bordette® is 
easy to separate. One 50' roll of Bordette® will edge 
two 4' x 8' bulletin boards. 
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